Abstract-The dynamic shear rigidity is an important function for marine soil. Due to the random fluctuation, the proper expression on marine soil dynamic shear rigidity is stochastic spectral theory. The typical marine sediments were studied here. Their dynamic characteristics were included systematically in this paper. Some key dynamic functions were established based on physical-mechanical tests for the marine sediments. Furthermore, the primary spectral functions were established here based on FFT and the stochastic spectral characteristics were offered. The analysis results show that marine strata are possessed of random mechanical nature. These results in this paper are helpful for both marine structures application and academic researches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Marine environmental engineering cases confront uncertain wave loading influence1,2. Particularly, there lives an urgent demand for super road nets alongside the Chinese coastline. The marine roadbed strata here are born with low strength. Under the random traffic loading conditions, the expectation of maximal wave-height Zhoushan Seas reaches 10 m. Most marine structures inclusive of super road nets are threatened by the fluctuation of stochastic wave which holds great momentum3,4,. Especially, most fixed structures are controlled by the variation of marine strata where is the foundation of them. However, the shortage of marine soil parameters incurs unreliability of structures working behavior. At the same time, most marine roadbed strata of Zhoushan Seas are born with the stochastic characteristics of these geo-mechanical parameters.
Zhoushan Seas lives in East China Sea. The shoreline here, extending 2444 km, consist chiefly of marine deposits. The local marine strata are born with highly complex chemical-physical characteristics and mechanical behavior. Due to overdevelopment as well as arbitrary urbanization, the regional bio-geological configuration has been disturbed heavily. Moreover, Zhousha Seas approach Sino Jiangshao plate around which the neighboring plates came into domino active period with its singular stability. Meanwhile, the high-spreading reclamations produced massive dredger fills that aggravated the mechanics qualities of marine strata. These facts undermined the regionally geological safety.
II. PRIMARY STOCHASTIC SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ZHOUSHAN MARINE STRATA
Under the bidirectional exciting loading condition, the dynamic shear rigidity of marine soil can be computed as Eq. 1.
where, According to the spectral figure (Figure 1 .), the marine soil rigidity spectrum is energy spectrum whose numerical domain has explicit margin. Due to the fluctuation of softening and hardening process of marine soil, its energy spectrum is negative-positive dyadic spectrum. Fig. 2 ). The envelope line is showed in Eq. 2. So, the stochastic dynamic shear rigidity signal can be deduced by Eq. 3.
where, d
 is dynamic strain; g designates the stochastic signal envelope function. 
, The stochastic dynamic shear rigidity spectrum ( For application, the amplitude of spectral model is very important [5, 6] . The probabilistic distribution of stochastic dynamic shear rigidity amplitude (Fig. 4) is expressed in Eq. 5 based on statistical simulation. [7, 8] . So, the dynamic shear rigidity amplitude function can be expressed in Eq. 6 whose distribution is showed in Fig.  5 . 
III. DYNAMIC HISTORY MODEL
Due to the significant randomness of marine soil strength under cyclic loading conditions, the establishment of random dynamical strength spectrum is one crucial conception to disclose the random fluctuation of marine soil strength. First, damping sine wave, according to the relation curve on deviatonic-stress and loading duration, is used to simulate dynamical strength time-history curve based on soil strength dissipation during the bidirectional vibration. The time-history function is founded as Eq. (7).
The dynamical strength time-history function consists of three parts: The dynamical strength time-history on marine stratum is showed in Figure 6 . Figure 6 . Dynamic History Curve According to the random spectrum the characteristics of dynamic strength of zhoushan marine sand, the corresponding order moments of can be obtained. The most valuable is the first order moment, it can be used as usually digital features which is used in engineering analysis and calculated according to formula (8) . 
The result of the mean frequency of marine stratum in Zhoushan is s   0.16rad/s
According to the limit of energy of soil, the stochastic dynamic rigid spectrum can be expressed as 
 (11) With approximation, it can be simplified as for quantification of marine structures' design and analysis that are influenced by such complex dynamical forces as bidirectional exciting loading etc.
